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 Asalamu Alaikum 

 It’s an honour to be here with you on the occasion of International Women’s 

Day 

 It gives me great pleasure to be here with you to mark the closing of the 

project Political Empowerment for Syrian Refugee Women in Jordan, and to 

celebrate the graduation of 51 Jordanian and Syrian women from the 

Jordanian Institute for Women’s Leadership Program  

 We have just celebrated International Women’s Day last week on March 8
th
 

but it’s important to highlight that every day is women’s day.  

 For Canada, gender equality is a key priority; we believe that empowering 

women and girls is critical to the achievement of poverty reduction, peace 

and security, and inclusive, sustainable economic growth. 

 We are also committed to supporting Syrian refugees and host countries 

through various humanitarian, development and security projects.  

 These efforts help host communities in coping with the impacts of the Syrian 

crisis, and empower both refugee and host communities. 

 Today’s project was funded through the Canada Fund For Local Initiatives. 

This fund aims to support local organizations in implementing small projects 

that have a big positive impact, such as this one. 

 The Canada Fund has been supporting local NGOs across Jordan for over 30 

years, covering a wide spectrum of development, human rights and 

economic empowerment initiatives.  



 It’s important to highlight that our efforts in supporting Syrian refugees and 

host communities would be fruitless, if not for the strong and meaningful 

partnership we have with Jordan.  

 Working with local organizations, like the Amman Center for Human Rights 

Studies and Amman Forum Society for Human Rights, is key to achieving 

peace, stability and prosperity. 

 This is why Canada is keen to support projects like the one we are 

celebrating today; it aims to empower Syrian and Jordanian women, build 

their capacities, and enable them to take part in the decision-making process 

in their communities here in Jordan. In particular for Syrian women, it gives 

them the tools to take part in the decision-making process in Syria, when 

they return inshallah.  

 The training received by our class of graduates focused on human rights, 

political participation, peace building, transitional justice, leadership, 

communication, networking and advocacy. 

 I sincerely hope that you will find the acquired knowledge and skills 

beneficial in your pursuit for a bigger role and a louder voice in your 

communities. 

 I applaud our partner the Amman Center for Human Rights Studies and the 

Amman Forum Society for Human Rights for empowering women as future 

leaders. 

 Congratulations to all the graduates and their families on this great success.  

 Alf mabrook.  


